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This year, we continue our 
commitment to create more 
with less. We also focus on the 
community of women that inspire 
us: the innovators, changemakers, 
movers, and shakers committed 
to creating a more sustainable 
fashion future.

Our first collection of 2021 
celebrates MNML founders Natalie 
& Xiavanna Martin. These two sisters 
are working to empower women 
through the process of intentional 
buying and building a minimalist 
wardrobe the sustainable way. 

Learn more at mnmal.us

OUR FEBRUARY COLLECTION CAME TO LIFE THANKS TO 
THIS ALL-STAR & ALL-FEMALE CREW.
Top Row L-R: Carly, Sarah, Natalie, Polly, and Dominique.
Bottom Row L-R: Anne, Paloma, and Xiavanna.

COVER PAGE 
PIA TOP in pippa stripe Paris rib modal. $78
MILO PANT in ocean & vetiver femme fête. $138
MARLEY TEE in white/red stripe organic  
cotton/modal slub. $58

Dress for 
change.
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Comfortable cuts minus 
the fabric waste. Wear 
your values in our one size 
�its all zero-waste styles. 
NOUR ZERO WASTE DRESS in black reverie terry. 
Available in vetiver. $178
NOUR ZERO WASTE SWEATSHIRT in vetiver 
reverie terry. Available in black. $118
AGOLDE EXCLUSIVE SOPHIE CROP in lapis wash 
organic cotton & recycled polyester. Available in 
more washes. $188
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CRAZY FOR 
COTTONSEED 
CUPRO
We’re over the moon 
for this machine 
washable and silky-soft 
fabric. Made from the 
waste byproduct of 
cotton production, our 
Cottonseed Cupro takes 
the cake when it comes 
to stylish comfort.

PAPILLON ¾ SLEEVE BLOUSE  
in lilac cottonseed cupro.  
Available in vetiver. $148
AGOLDE EXCLUSIVE SOPHIE CROP  
in glimpse white organic cotton.  
Available in more colors. $188

OPPOSITE PAGE 
DOMINIQUE SWEATSHIRT in vetiver  
reverie terry. Available in black. $88
HENRI JOGGER in lilac cottonseed 
cupro. Available in more colors. $138
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Fan favorite Henri + lustrous Lilac = Th
e l

ive
-in

 jo
gg

er of your slow fashion dream
s.

LUNA TOP in brushed  
oatmeal nouveau fleece. $88

HENRI JOGGER in lilac cottonseed cupro.  
Available in more colors. $138
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We reimagined the sustainable 
silk you love with the practical 
update you need. Elevate your 
everyday in washable silk styles 
that are as fun, fuss-free, and 
effortless as they come. 

EDITH BLOUSE in lucy dot washable silk print.  
Available in petaluma floral. $168
WILLOW PANT in ocean Paris rib modal.  
Available in black. $98
EDITH BLOUSE in petaluma floral washable silk print.  
Available in lucy dot. $168
AGOLDE RILEY JEAN in vision wash organic cotton. $198

WASHABLE 
SILK
(Yes, Washable!) 
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RENATA BLOUSE in petaluma floral 
washable silk print. Available in more 
colors. $148
AGOLDE EXCLUSIVE SOPHIE CROP in 
lapis wash organic cotton & recycled 
polyester. Available in more washes. $188
RENATA 3/4 SLEEVE BLOUSE in lucy dot 
washable silk print. $178

The obsession is so 
real we created a new 
washable friend to this 
bestelling blouse. Now 
in two sleeve lengths, 
Renata is as easy to wear 
and care for as your 
favorite tee.

THE 
RENATA
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Designed to go 
everywhere—including the 
washing machine. Wear 
this anything-but-precious 
silk dress with your favorite 
sneakers for a modern day 
upgrade to a classic pairing.

ROSS DRESS in petaluma floral  
washable silk print. $278 

OPPOSITE PAGE
RENATA ¾ SLEEVE BLOUSE in lucy dot  
washable silk print. $178
AGOLDE RILEY JEAN in vision wash  
organic cotton. $198 
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MEET MILO
POLLY JACKET in vetiver femme fête. $168
MARLEY TEE in white/red stripe organic cotton/modal slub. $58
MILO PANT in vetiver femme fête.  
Available in ocean. $138
PIA TOP in pippa stripe Paris rib modal. $78

Strength meets feminine detailing in our easy new utility pant. 
Made from our signature Femme Fête fabric, the Milo Pant  
is as badass as it is beautiful.

Visit amourvert.com for more information on pants sizing.
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POLLY’S 
POCKETS
Inspired by a vintage beauty 
worn by our very own Creative 
Director, Polly, the ultimate 
everyday chore jacket is here. 

Feel fierce and fabulous in 
our lightweight yet durable 
Femme Fête fabric.

Features perfectly placed 
pockets designed for ladies 
who get sh*t done.

POLLY JACKET in vetiver femme fête. $168
MARLEY TEE in white/red stripe  
organic cotton/modal slub. $58
MILO PANT in vetiver femme fête. 
Available in ocean $138
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THE DREAM 
COLLECTION
Our signature Dream Rib and Dream Knit fabrics are 
a match made in sustainable heaven—buttery soft, 
supremely stretchy, and ready to wear on repeat.

OPPOSITE
BLANCA DRESS in lilac dream rib modal. $118
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LI
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O

U
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D
RE
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S

Introducing earth-
inspired tones in dreamy 
fabrics soft enough to 
live in—whether you’re 
lounging or Zooming.

OPPOSITE PAGE 
ARCHIE TEE in lilac modal.  
Available in more colors. $68
AGOLDE RILEY JEAN in vision wash  
organic cotton. $198

SELAH TANK in lilac dream rib modal. 
Available in black. $48
AGOLDE PARKER JEAN in evade wash  
organic cotton.  
Available in caliber wash. $188
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 Just say oui to this French 
girl-approved fabric and 

welcome the Willow Pant 
to our team of tried and true 

favorites—versatile styles 
designed for your every wear.

OLEMA SWEATER in white/black organic cotton. $168
FLANNERY TURTLENECK in amsterdam stripe modal. $68

WILLOW PANT in black Paris rib modal.  
Available in ocean. $98

PA
RI

S 
RI

B

ISSA TEE in lucy dot organic/
cotton modal slub. $58
SKYLAR JOGGER in black Paris 
rib modal. Available in more 
colors. $98

DEADWOOD COMBO BOMBER 
in black recycled leather. $455
ODILIA TEE in lucy dot organic 
cotton/modal slub. $48
MAGDA LEGGING in black Paris 
rib modal. $78
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We promise you’ll want to live in Willow 
and Colombe, two playful twists on classic 
styles designed for the modern day—now 
in Ocean blue.

EDITH BLOUSE in lucy dot washable silk print.  
Available in petaluma floral. $168
WILLOW PANT in ocean Paris rib modal.  
Available in black. $98
 
OPPOSITE 
COLOMBE ¾ SLEEVE DRESS 
in ocean Paris rib modal. $148
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Thanks to our (M)VP of Merch & Marketing, Katie, we have  
a fresh twist on our cult classic jogger. Designed to dress 

up or down, the Wyatt Pant is a major wardrobe win.

MEET WYATT

Made from 
signature soft and 
cozy Reverie Terry.

Features a 
Skylar-inspired 
inseam, a 
button-front 
waist, and 
phone-friendly 
pockets.

WYATT PANT in black & vetiver reverie terry. $108
OPPOSITE
ITANA TEE in lilac dream rib modal. Available in more colors. $68
WYATT PANT in black & vetiver reverie terry. $108
DEADWOOD DEBBIE BIKER in black recycled leather. $348
AUDRE SWEATER TEE in mélange stripe organic cotton. Available in pink marle. $158
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GREEN LOVE  
GIVE BACKTH
E

Navigating the fashion world isn’t easy. We are 
fortunate to have so many loyal customers that  
are equally as enthusiastic about sustainability.

To return the green love, we’re introducing a new 
mentorship program designed to provide advice, 
support, and resources to female entrepreneurs 
exploring the world of sustainable fashion.

To learn more visit  
www.amourvert.com/mentorprogram

OCEANE JUMPSUIT in rose femme 
fête. Available in vetiver. $228

OPPOSITE PAGE
OCEANE JUMPSUIT in vetiver 
femme fête. Available in rose. $228
FLANNERY TURTLENECK in horizon 
dream rib modal. $68
OCEANE JUMPSUIT in rose femme 
fête. Available in vetiver. $228
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PRSRT STD
US POSTAGE

PAID
AMOUR VERT

1278 Minnesota Street, San Francisco, CA 94107
855-ECO-MADE or hello@amourvert.com

PLEASE RECYCLE THIS CATALOG  

A NOTE ON 
SUSTAINABLE FIT 
Our commitment to less waste means creating 
less from the start. We only sew up ONE 
sample per style, which is a virtually unheard 
of practice within the fashion industry. We are 
proud to say this out loud! We admit this can 
make things harder on photoshoots—but who 
doesn’t like a challenge.

For more information on sustainable  
sizing please visit amourvert.com.

PAPILLON ¾ SLEEVE BLOUSE in lilac cottonseed cupro.  
Available in vetiver. $148
AGOLDE EXCLUSIVE SOPHIE CROP  
in glimpse white organic cotton.  
Available in more colors. $188



15%
OFF

your order over $200* 
Use code  

DRESSFORCHANGE
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1278 Minnesota Street, San Francisco, CA 94107
855-ECO-MADE or hello@amourvert.com

PLEASE RECYCLE THIS CATALOG  
OFFER: *Use code DRESSFORCHANGE at checkout for 15% off a minimum purchase of $200 before tax and 
shipping. Promotion valid until 3/15/21. Cannot be combined with other offers. Some exclusions apply.

A NOTE ON 
SUSTAINABLE FIT 
Our commitment to less waste means creating 
less from the start. We only sew up ONE 
sample per style, which is a virtually unheard 
of practice within the fashion industry. We are 
proud to say this out loud! We admit this can 
make things harder on photoshoots—but who 
doesn’t like a challenge.

For more information on sustainable  
sizing please visit amourvert.com.

PAPILLON ¾ SLEEVE BLOUSE in lilac cottonseed cupro.  
Available in vetiver. $148
AGOLDE EXCLUSIVE SOPHIE CROP  
in glimpse white organic cotton.  
Available in more colors. $188


